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LET THE TRAIN TAKE THE
STRAIN!
By Anita Rieu-Sicart. All rights Reserved
2007
“I left London after dawn and was in the South of
France for the afternoon wedding. We traveled by
train: non-stop from Waterloo to Avignon.
Champagne, an unhurried breakfast, no airport
security queues, room to stretch legs - so civilised!
En route back on Sunday, I branched off at Paris, by
high-speed rail to the Netherlands, to visit friends.
Time to eat supper and write an article on the train.
Something is changing. Short-haul flying is
beginning to feel second best, a bit naff.”
So said Matthew Parris recently in The London TIMES, and
he has a very valid point, especially now that several European
Train companies are joining forces in RAILTEAM.
The announcement by European rail companies including
SNCF of France and Deutsche Bahn of Germany who have
joined forces recently with train companies from Austria,
Belgium, Britain, the Netherlands and Switzerland to form the
group RAILTEAM – perhaps finally heralds the day when rail
can really challenge low cost flights within Europe. This new
alliance aims to provide passengers with seamless rail travel
within Europe, plus the benefits similar to that offered by
airline alliances.
Passengers will be able to book through train journeys on high
speed trains, switching rail companies without changing
tickets, plus benefiting from lounges and other services offered
at major hubs. See last page for map of the Railteam network.

St. Pancras, with a new intervening station at Ebbsfleet, near
Bluewater shopping mall in Kent.
St. Pancras Station– only just snatched from British Rail’s
wreckers ball in the 1960s by that great railway enthusiast and
poet John Betjeman – now is finally emerging like Venus from
the waves to reveal the full splendour of architect William
Barlow’s neo gothic Victorian design.
Under the eagle eye of the English
Heritage fund, and architect
Alistair Lansley (ex Channel
Tunnel and last survivor of the
British Rail’s architects dept.) the
restoration is breathtaking.
Barlow’s roof, considered the
widest single-span arch of its age,
in 1868 when St. Pancras originally
opened, aping lofty medieval
Gothic naves, has been restored to
its original condition, its great iron
trusses painted sky blue as they
were then, to simulate the sky.
The brickwork has been scrubbed back to its original
orange/red colour, carvings restored, mediaeval wrestling
dragons envelop, and details down to the mammoth Addams
Family brackets and drainpipes are lavish

ST. PANCRAS REGAINS GOTHIC
GLAMOUR
FROM NOVEMBER 14 –SHORTER
SHORTER
TRAIN TIMES
November 14 2007, Eurostar swaps its’ London train Terminus
from Waterloo, to the totally refurbished and gloriously gothic

Originally a palace of High Victorian design, now fully
restored and extended to house the 400 metre long Eurostar
trains, Barlow’s vision has been complemented with the best of
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21st century design. The owners, London & Continental
Railways, inspired by the great rail stations of the world, aim
to make St. Pancras “a cathedral of transport” worthy to take
its place alongside Grand Central, New York with its’ Oyster
Bar, or the Gare de Lyon, Paris, with its’ Train Bleue
restaurant.

LONGEST CHAMPAGNE BAR IN
EUROPE

In a state-of-the-art setting of shops, bars and restaurants, St.
Pancras, will feature the longest champagne bar in Europe
where passengers, or passers by can idly observe stunning
views of hi-tech trains departing and arriving against its’
superb Victorian facade and tower backdrop. Have a look at
the website listed at the end of this article, and the centre
colour pages to admire the rather lovely pillared rest and
lounge areas.
In addition to the splendid Champagne bar, there will be a
world class brasserie, a goodly mix of independent and
boutique retailers offerings the best from London, Paris, and
Brussels, cafes, WiFi connection, plus a daily farmers market
It positively makes one yearn to organize a trip for friends, say
just after New Year, everyone to foregather at St. Pancras in the
early hours, imbibing champagne before boarding, and then
departing happily for the beckoning South. Perhaps just like
the 20’s and 30’s when gay spirits like Berry & Co took off for
Biarritz at the drop of a panama hat. (Biarritz is next on the
TGV hit list, opening up in 2010!).
The Midland Hotel, companion to St. Pancras Station, and
designed by that other great Victorian architect Sir. George
Gilbert Scott, is also experiencing rebirth. Long mouldering
and practically abandoned it too was rescued along with St.
Pancras by Betjeman in the 60s, and then again in the nick of
time in the 1990s and has functioned since then partially as an
art gallery, it will reopen February 2009 as a hotel, with 67
apartments added to the top of the building. It will boast a

ballroom and swimming pool, and many of the main function
rooms and restaurant will be returned to their Victorian style,
with original features,
cantilevered
staircase,
wrought
ironwork,
stained class and Minton
tiling.
The sparkling, brand new,
very
space
age
intermediary station at
Ebbsfleet, just off the M25
and
handy
for
the
Bluewater
Shopping
Centre, is due to open
November 19.
It’s less
than 3 miles from Junction
2 of the M25, and close to
the M2, M20 and A2. And
there are 2,500 car park
spaces within 5 minutes’
walk of the station.
Connections to St. Pancras
are
good,
via
six
underground lines, and
seven rail companies
operating from St. Pancras International, King’s Cross and
nearby Euston.
Only the Piccadilly line, connecting to
Heathrow is a bit out of the way.

JOURNEY
JOURNEY TIMES
Channel Tunnel Rail Link, now renamed High Speed 1 (HS1)
will allow Eurostar trains to accelerate to 186mph (300km/h)
within minutes of leaving its new terminus at St Pancras. Thus
journey times between London and Paris will be cut to
2h15mins (prev. 2h35 mins), .London/Brussels to 1h51 mins
(2h15mins), Amsterdam 3h30mins (4h50mins), Marseille
6h45mins (7h10mins), Lyons 5 h end 2007 (5h30mins), Cologne
3h30mins (4h40mins), Frankfort 4h40mins (5h45mins),
Strasbourg 4h30mins (6h30mins), Basle 5h30mins (7h30mins),
Zurich 7h by 2010, (9h45mins).
If you sit down and calculate just how long in real time your
low cost flight takes including all the extra time you have to
allow for security hassles – rail journeys start to look ever more
attractive.
From this end at least one needs to allow normally 1h15 drive
to airport (with luck a friend or partner/spouse driving you to
the Airport, but if it is a taxi, cost of which both ways has to be
added to your theoretically cheap flight) in time for at least an
hour’s check in and security clearance, then flight of say two
hours, pinned into small seats with no leg room (this is
particularly painful for those with long legs), then perhaps 1h
passport clearance/baggage retrieval, then 1 hr taxi/train,
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other ride to your destination, equals 6h15 minimum on the
whole, with who knows what sort of hassle in-between.
Whereas you get on the train at the (centrally accessible)
station, with little security hassle, stretch in the reserved seat,
you can work, read, walk, exercise your legs, visit the toilet,
without the unending sales chatter one gets now on the low
cost flights, flogging sandwiches, drinks, booze, presents,
scratch cards, etc. to arrive comfortably time later at the
desired central city destination. How pleasant.
Admittedly the buffet cars on SNCF are limited, serving only
sandwiches, coffee, wine and few other items, and one is better
off taking a small packed picnic, but the choice is there and
you can relax. It still compares pretty well with the fare
offered on Ryanair and Easyjet (who do not approve of one
providing one’s own eatables and drinkables!)

RAIL TEAM LINK UP
The swap over at Lille from TGV to Eurostar is simplicity
itself., one just swaps platforms, plus all summer, until 8
September Eurostar runs a special direct to Avignon service
twice a week.
Now with Railteam powering ahead, the partner European rail
companies are synchronising timetables to allow 15 mins. to
change at Brussels and other main hubs. Under a new scheme
called Hop on the Next Train, one will be able to catch the next
service, even with the cheapest non-changeable ticket. The five
main RailTeam hubs Lille, Brussels, Cologne, Frankfurt and
Stuttgart will have English-speaking staff dedicated to
ensuring that passengers make the connections.

Railteam will initially offer information only on its website
but will start selling tickets from next year and will
guarantee to offer the cheapest fare between any two
stations. What is more, frequent travellers will be able to
collect train miles, and get discounts on future journeys.
SNCF’s chief Executive, Guillaume Pépy, one of the prime
movers behind this new venture, declared “if you miss a
connecting train in one of our stations, you will be allowed to
take any other later train without changing your ticket or going
to any desk.”
A challenging promise in that SNCF relies on the prior booking
system, in comparison to Deutsche Bahn, who are determined
to retain their turn-up and pay style of rail travel. SNCF
however depend on an airline-style yield management system,
and fill up seats by pricing them according to demand (similar
to low cost flight systems).
Pricing obviously will lead the battle with low-cost flights, at
present prices on TGV hardly compete, unless one books at
least three months in advance. But in future, at the EU’s
insistance Railteam members will have to compete on prices,
no cosy price agreements for them, as International passenger
rail services in Europe will be opened up to competition from

January 2010. If all stays on track one just might wind up with
an Easytrain, or Ryanrail across Europe.
Prospects for rail travel could hardly be better, it is more
convenient, reliable, comfortable, reduces road congestion,
what is more it is far more environmentally friendly, and rail
companies are now parading their ‘green’ credentials, high
speed electric trains emit between a tenth and a quarter of the
carbon dioxide of a plane.
Eurostar have promised to retain their cheapest London/Paris
or Brussels return fare at £59 return, but there might be a small
increase in other fares. Eurostar predict they will be carrying
10 million passengers a year by 2010, up from 7.8 million last
year, and are strongly considering running direct trains to
Lyons, Charles de Gaulle Airport, Paris, and after 2010, to
Amsterdam. Whilst SNCF have set a target for 25 million
passengers using TGV by 2010, up from 15 million last year.

SNCF WEBSITE
Unfortunately one initially has to try to get information from
the SNCF website and until SNCF get their website more in
line with others, and hopefully with Railteam it is quite
difficult to book through passages.
Apparently it is possible to get a cheap fare by booking 3
months in advance,. The 3 month advance PREMS fare from
Les Arcs/Draguignan to Lille is €25 one way, or €50 return,
pretty good if you can get it.
My best suggestion is that you go into your local travel agent
and get them to do your booking for you
An end note re low cost flights - another columnist writing
about the hell that BAA’s Airports, particularly Heathrow and
Gatwick have become, commented “Maybe I’ll go by train
next time.” Could be a good, comfortable solution.
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